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Abstract—Mobile IPv6 provides mobility support for hosts connecting to the Internet, it solves addressable problems of the mobile terminal, and the mobile terminals can obtain network services without changing IP addresses. But MIPv6 can introduce substantial network expenses and lengthy handoff delay during the mobile handover process, meanwhile, more and more delay sensitive real-time applications require a packet lossless QoS guarantee during a handoff. It proposes an optimized seamless handover mechanism on the basis of existing handoff methods in this paper, it builds on top of the hierarchical method and the fast handoff mechanism and adopts a decision engine-based dynamic distributed architecture, at last it verifies that using this new handoff scheme can reduce packet loss and handoff delay efficiently and improve handoff efficiency by doing simulation experiments.

Index Terms—mobile IPv6; seamless handover; decision engine; delay; efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of next generation network technology, how to make mobile communication with each other in All-IP network has become an important research area of future network. People are often in mobile environment and their workplaces are unstable now due to economic development, as a result, people hope they can use terminals to get, process and exchange information is used in this method, it can minimize handover delay, reduce packet loss, it also has high fault tolerance and scalability, solves the possible packet loss and out of order problem generated by FHMIPv6. The proposed in this paper, it adopts dynamic distributed architecture, adds decision engine(DE) entity, and modifies the internal data structure of the access router(AR) to implement the function of tracker and mobility anchor point(MAP), it adds MAP buffer in MN as well. A new MAP selection algorithm based on mobility anchor point(MAP) [2] is introduced in this paper, it builds on top of the hierarchical method and the fast handoff mechanism and adopts a decision engine-based dynamic distributed architecture, at last it verifies that using this new handoff scheme can reduce packet loss and handoff delay efficiently and improve handoff efficiency by doing simulation experiments.

An optimized seamless handover technology on the basis of fast and hierarchical handover mechanism is proposed in this paper, it adopts dynamic distributed architecture, adds decision engine(DE) entity, and modifies the internal data structure of the access router(AR) to implement the function of tracker and mobility anchor point(MAP), it adds MAP buffer in MN as well. A new MAP selection algorithm based on information is used in this method, it can minimize handover delay, reduce packet loss, it also has high fault tolerance and scalability, solves the possible packet loss and out of order problem generated by FHMIPv6. The second section of this paper introduces existing handover technology, the optimized seamless handover mechanism is described in third section, experiment analysis is given in fourth chapter, and at last we summarize this paper.

II. CURRENT HANDOVER TECHNOLOGY

A. Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 Mobility Management Scenario

Mobility anchor point(MAP) [2] is introduced in hierarchical mobile IPv6, it is a router located in a network where the MN visited, and receives packets on behalf of the MN it serves, then encapsulates these packets and sends them to the current place of the MN, the implementation of this method has nothing to do with the underlying access technology. A MN supporting the hierarchical mobile IPv6 is called a HMIPv6-aware node,
at first it obtains the global address of the MAP through the router advertisement message sent by AR, at the same time it detects whether it is in the same MAP domain through the MAP option. If it roams in the same MAP domain, only an binding update (BU) sent to MAP is needed; if the MAP address changes, then a new regional care-of address registered to HA and correspondence node (CN) is required. If the MN is not a HMIPv6-aware node, it will use normal mobile IPv6 protocol to do mobility management.

We reduce the signal exchange between MN and external network by using local hierarchical architecture, this is particularly important for the wireless link which has limited bandwidth. However, this hierarchical management scenario is static and centralized, one MAP is in charge of all traffic of the whole regional network, it can lead to single point failure and performance bottleneck problem.

**B. Fast Handover Mechanism**

The fast handover mechanism[3] introduces prediction technology, it is initialized by wireless link layer trigger. Once MN receives handover direction message, it will send Router Solicitation for proxy Advertisement (RtSolPr) to previous AR (PAR), as a response, the PAR sends Proxy Router Advertisement (PrRtAdv) to MN. MN forms a new care-of address according to the network prefix option in this message, then it sends fast binding update (FBU) message to PAR, and receives fast binding acknowledgement (FBAck) later. After that PAR sends Handover Initiate (HI) message to New Access Router (NAR), this message contains new care-of address and current care-of address of the MN. After receiving HI NAR sends Handover Acknowledge (HACK) to PAR indicating that if this new care-of address can be used by MN. If so, PAR will set up a tunnel destined to this new address, otherwise it will establish a tunnel to NAR, and forward packet units to NAR, then NAR forwards them to MN. MN will send Fast Neighbor Advertisement (FNA) to NAR in case it connects to new link, enabling its neighbor to update buffer. This fast handover mechanism reduces interruption time of the communication, however, it limits the movement speed of the MN.

In view of the problems existed in above handover mechanisms, this paper comes up with an optimized seamless handover mechanism, it not only reduces handover delay and packet loss, but also solves ping-pang movement and the packet out of order problem, the mobile terminal user will perceive a seamless connectivity.

**III. OPTIMIZED REAL-TIME SEAMLESS HANDOVER TECHNOLOGY**

This new mechanism adopts a dynamic distributed architecture[4], it is a hierarchical overlay network, and has several characteristics such as low latency, scalability, fault tolerance. A MAP router exists in the highest layer, the second layer contains middleware nodes, including Decision Engine (DE), and the third layer consists of AR, MN, HA, and CN. We use a synchronized packet simulcast (SPS) mechanism and hybrid handover mechanism to reduce packet loss in the MAP, SPS will send these packets to the current network and external network. Hybrid handover mechanism enables MN to know its current location as to initiate the handover procedure, on the other hand, it can help the network system to determine which network the MN should handover to, this decision is made by movement tracking, it can differentiate if MN is in linear, stochastic or static moving state near the overlapped boundary between two network coverage areas.

In the second overlay network, we choose a node as decision engine (DE)[5], its function is similar to regional MAP, and it makes handoff decision for its network domain. Besides, DE maintains a global view of the connection state of any mobile devices in its network domain, as well as the movement patterns of all these mobile devices. It is also capable of offering load balancing services. Furthermore, iTracker is introduced into the current Provider Portal for Applications (P4P) architecture to optimize performance, it enables network provider to interact with various real-time applications and to do traffic control, however, nobody has applied this method to the mobile handover mechanism by now. In view of this point, we modify data structure of the AR, add policy, distance, and capability interface[6] into ARs of the third overlay network to implement functions similar to trackers. The policy interface allows MN to obtain diverse link usage policies, this can reduce packet loss or out of order. The distance interface allows MN to query the cost and distance between different access networks, and determine which external network MN should handoff to. MN can also make access control to some received packets in order to preserve security and privacy through capability interface. At the same time, each AR can serve as MAP to reduce packet loss rate between AR and MN, and the number of AR inside the MAP domain is regulable based on users, coarse-grained packet sequencing mechanism is used inside each AR.

In this mechanism, each AR can serve as MAP, and MN computes the number of optimal AR for each AR chose as MAP can encompass. MN maintains a buffer area for the current MAP, AR information this MAP has visited is stored in this buffer in order of preference. Once MN connects to a new AR that is not in the buffer, it will calculate whether the size of current MAP domain has exceeded its optimal value, if so it uses MAP selection mechanism so as to re-assure the current MAP. There has been multiple methods to select MAP at present, such as dynamic MAP discovery mechanism, MAP selection algorithm based on distance, renumbering the routers and so on. A new scenario proposed in this paper uses dynamic distributed algorithm[7] based on information which belongs to the b-matching problem to select regional MAP, this algorithm used in b-matching problem is to solve the many-to-many maximum weighted matchings. In this algorithm, MN sends PROP message to its neighbor AR periodically in order to establish connection, if AR also sends PROP message to MN, then MN will store this AR as a candidate MAP in
its MAP buffer, meanwhile, set P is used to record the adjacent ARs that MN wants to connect to, set A records the nearby ARs that are willing to connect to MN, set K represents the AR that has been in MAP’s cache buffer, set U keeps the nearby ARs that have not been connected to. If MN’s MAP buffer is fully loaded, it will receive the REJ message sent by the last AR located in the cache buffer, after that it will send PROP message to AR in the next MAP domain. Function topRanked() will select the optimal AR as regional MAP dynamically. Set K contains AR information that has been accessed in MAP buffer when the algorithm terminates. The concrete description of this algorithm is made as follows:

\[ K = \Phi; \quad A = \Phi; \quad P = \Phi; \quad U = \cup_i \Phi; \]

\[
\text{while} (|P| < b_i) \quad \text{do} \quad P = P \cup \text{topRanked}(U/P) \\
\quad \text{for all AR} \in P \text{ do send (PROP, AR)} \\
\quad \text{while} U \neq \Phi \text{ do} \\
\quad \quad \text{receive} (m, u) \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{if} m = \text{PROP} \text{ then } A = A \cup u \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{if} m = \text{REJ} \text{ then } U = U \cup u \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{if} u \in P \text{ then } P = P \cup u \\
\quad \text{AR} = \text{topRanked}(U/P) \\
\quad \quad P = P \cup \text{AR} \\
\quad \quad \text{send (PROP, AR)} \\
\quad \text{if } \exists \text{ AR} \in (P \cap K) \cap A \text{ then } U = U \cup \text{AR} \\
\quad \quad A = A \cup \text{AR} \\
\quad \quad K = K \cup \text{AR} \\
\quad \text{if } P \cap K = \Phi \text{ then for all AR} \in U \text{ do send (REJ, AR)} \\
\quad \quad U = \Phi \\

Once received beacon notification message sent by adjacent AR, MN will send RtSolPr message to previous AR(PAR) so as to initiate the handover process, this indicates that MN wants to carry out seamless handover, it then generates the current tracking state(CTS) message and sends it to the nearby AR, DE, Signal strength of the AR and its corresponding ID is included in CTS. After receiving the RtSolPr message, PAR will send PrRtAdv message to MN at first, then send carrying load state(CLS) message to DE. Periodically, this CLS message shows the number of mobile devices related to AR and MN’s IP address, handover initiate(HI) message is sent to adjacent AR later, the required new binding information periodically, the accuracy of this detection depends on sampling period and movement speed of MN. We assume MN’s traveling speed is 1m/s in this optimized scenario, and we start sampling when MN sends CTS message to DE through AR, the sampling period is set to 1s. The experimental result shows that at least 3 samples are required to establish MN’s movement direction, once we know its movement direction, we can judge the motion mode of MN according to it.
IV. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS

This experiment environment is configured based on ns-allinone-2.31 platform in Linux Redhat 9.0 operating system, ns-allinone-2.31.tar.gz and FHMIP1.3.1 are needed to install in Redhat9.0, it is worth noting that wireless extension protocol NOAH is included in FHMIP1.3.1. In this experiment, HA and CN connect to the intermediate node N1 through a link which has 10ms delay and 100Mbit/s bandwidth, a 50ms delay, 100Mbit/s bandwidth link is located between N1 and MAP. MAP is connected to N2 and N3, a 2ms delay and 10Mbit/s bandwidth link is between them. N2 and N3 connect to PAR and NAR respectively, using a 2ms delay, 1Mbit/s bandwidth link. The link between MAP and DE has a 2ms delay, 10Mbit/s bandwidth. The type of N2-PAR and N3-NAR link is set to be DropTail queue, the rest of these links use random early detection (RED) queue. 802.11 is used as access technology, radius of the covered area is set to be 50m, propagation tool is utilized to get valid wireless transmission distance. CN is bound with TCP source agent, while MN associates with receiver agent. CN and MN start to communicate with each other after 5s, MN moves in a linear manner with 1m/s[8]. We modify mip-reg.cc and corresponding code in TCL script file to make the next experiment after each group experiment has been done. The network topology of this experimental scenario is showed in Figure 2.

First we analyse the packet transmission delay[9] in each scenario. In HMIPv6, MN performs link layer handoff, then starts to execute MAP discovery and address configuration, at last sends binding update to MAP. Having bound with MAP successfully, MN receives unordered packets, then it will send ACK message to CN repeatedly through MAP and HA hoping to receive some packets before they become unordered, otherwise it can not submit correct data to applications. CN starts to retransmit data after receiving at least 3 ACK messages, this process happens at about 26s, TCP congestion window adds up to 4.3 at first, then decreases to 0 after retransmission, at last it enters into a slow start stage, the whole handover process takes about 347ms.

In FMIPv6, The time required by fast handover consists of sending time of RtSolPr and receiving time of PrRtAdv, MN sends FBU to PAR and receives FBAck, the interaction time of HI, HACK between PAR and NAR. On the other hand, only after MN sends FNA message and confirms it has connected to the new link can receive packets sent by CN, as a result, the sequence number of packets may be incorrect due to some delayed datagram in the handoff procedure. At this time MN sends ACK to CN, requiring it to retransmit the delayed packets, TCP packets are retransmitted at about 17s, congestion window adds to 2.5, then it enters into slow start stage, handoff delay is about 306ms.
In the optimized seamless mobile IPv6 handover mechanism, DE is introduced into this architecture, so as soon as MN attaches to NAR, it can receive forwarded packets on the new link by sending FNA message, if the sequence number of received packet is higher than anticipated value, then we can deduce some packets must be delayed or lost. MN will send ACK to CN to require the desired sequence number, CN starts to perform TCP congestion control and retransmit the desired packets after receiving ACK, congestion window increases up to 4.5, this process happens at about 24s, the slow start stage terminates when MN receives lost packets. After that the communication returns to normal stage, the overall handover delay is about 190ms.

Furthermore, we compare throughput, packet loss numbers and jitter rate in these handoff mechanisms, the result is shown in table 1. We can find that the scenario which has lower delay doesn’t have higher throughput, and the number of lost packets is also not always less than other scenarios, such as fast handover mechanism. In HMIPv6, packet loss problem mainly comes from the registration to new MAP, HA and CN when MN roams among different MAP domains, besides, it has to send BU message to previous MAP so as to notify its new LCoA. The previous MAP can not forward packets to MN until it receives BU as a result of the link delay, and this will lead to packet loss. In addition, the service interruption will happen if the current MAP fails, packet loss can also generate during the failure detection and recovery procedure. In FMIPv6, NAR can not forward packets on behalf of MN because it doesn’t know MN’s new CoA, this happens at the time after MN connects to the new link and before it sends FNA, thus packet loss problem comes up. What’s more, the packets sent to NAR before MN connects to the new link, and the packets arrived at PAR during the time after MN binds with NAR and before it sends FBU message will be lost[10]. We can draw a conclusion that this optimized seamless handover method has lowest delay, minimum packet loss numbers, highest throughput and less jitter rate among all the handover mechanisms according to the figures in this table, mobile users can feel a smooth seamless connection when they move from one network to another, but this good characteristic is achieved at the cost of adding entity device and signaling, modifying the data structure of AR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Handover Mechanism</th>
<th>Handover Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Throughput (Kbytes/s)</th>
<th>Packet loss number</th>
<th>Jitter Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMIPv6</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMIPv6</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSFHMIPv6</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. The screenshot of this simulation experiment

Figure 4. CN sends and receives packet sequence number in HMIPv6

Figure 5. CN sends and receives packet sequence number in FMIPv6

Figure 6. CN sends and receives packet sequence number in OSFHMIPv6
V. SUMMARY

Fast handover mechanism is classified into different types, only pre-handover mechanism is introduced in this paper. The optimized seamless handover mechanism achieves peer-to-peer communication mode to some extent between MN and CN in the handover process. Though increases signaling cost, it reduces the number of lost packet and solves ping-pong movement of MN as well as packet out of order problem, the whole architecture has scalability, fault tolerance and robustness. The experiment shows that this scenario can satisfy the need of real-time users. On the other hand, only network layer handover is discussed in this paper, link layer handover is not included. The security problem, the handover policy when MN moves swiftly and frequently near the covered areas among multiple access networks, the integration of MIPv6 with wireless communication technology and so on are all needed to make further research.
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